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Summary
A rare opportunity to purchase an outstanding historical 
residence in the covetable village of Lapworth, one of 
Warwickshire’s most desirable Villages. Dating back 
to C16, The Tan House is a superb family home This 
outstanding Grade II listed property offers extensive and 
versatile accommodation, with seven bedrooms, five 
bathrooms and six reception rooms, set within 7 acres 
of stunning grounds with a wide range of outbuildings.
Ground Floor

Ground Floor

Upon entering this property, you are greeted by the 
grand reception hall, the oldest part of the property, 
depicted on the original wall “1691”, with its high vaulted 
ceiling, beautifully exposed beams and open oak 
galleried landing. Leading off the hallway is a generous 
study, and an entrance into the drawing room, with 
an open fireplace and full height glass bay window to 
the rear benefitting views from over the formal walled 
garden. Glass doors lead through to the well-designed 
dining room that may also be accessed from the inner 
vestibule, again this room enjoys the private garden 
views. The inner vestibule leads to the boot room /
cloakroom, guest WC, and original butler’s pantry. The 
family sitting room is further substantial space and 
retains a delightful window seat with, bookcases and 
an open fireplace. The heart of the home is the open 
plan kitchen and breakfast room. The focal point of 
this room is the red double width AGA with an exposed 
brick surround, this leads through to a well-equipped 
kitchen with smart granite worktops, a smart butcher’s 
block centre island and a good range of traditional style 
painted oak units. There is a second oven, space for a 
large fridge freezer and a dishwasher.  A large dining 
space with a feature circular bay, there are French 
doors leading to the rear terraces and a fabulous wood 
burning fireplace. Access from the kitchen leads to a 
generous pantry, a side entrance into the property and 
the large laundry room with utility leading off. There is 
also access to the boiler 

First Floor
Leading from the main reception hall, a widespread 
staircase leads up to the galleried landing. The generous 
sized principal bedroom suite has a good range of 
fitted wardrobes and a second double bedroom room 

leading off, creating a generous dressing room or 
ideally a connected nursery if required. There is also a 
contemporary ensuite complete with a freestanding 
bath and separate double shower. A second guest 
bedroom suite with a corner bath and separate shower. 
To the front of the property are two further double 
bedrooms both featuring vaulted ceilings which are 
served by a modern family bathroom. The fifth double 
bedroom completes the original part of the property 
layout. The last two bedroom suites are located at 
the far end of the property, the first has a lower level 
dressing room and modern ensuite. The second is a 
spacious split-level room with a large living/office 
space below and a staircase leading to a vaulted ceiling 
bedroom area above. A second staircase leads back 
down to the other end of the property and through to the 
family kitchen.

Outside

The grounds extend to some 7 acres in total and include 
an old tennis court, two large fenced paddocks, a copse 
and a natural pond and a range of outbuildings. 

Location
Lapworth is a desirable village, enjoying a rural 
environment, yet close to Birmingham City. There is 
excellent transport lnks close by.

Services to the Property Water,, Electric, Oil 

 Local Authority Warwick County Council

EPC Rating Exempt

Agents Notes
Viewing via the vendors sole agents The Agents Property 
Consultants on 01564 332 550 For a free valuation, 
contact the numbers listed on the brochure.

All measurements are approximate and quoted in metric 
with imperial equivalents and for general guidance only 
and whilst every attempt has been made to ensure 
accuracy, they must not be relied on. The fixtures, fittings 
and appliances referred to have not been tested and 
therefore no guarantee can be given and that they are in 
working order. Internal photographs are reproduced for 
general information and it must not be inferred that any 
item shown is included with the property.

A Grade II family 
home dating back to 
C16 what was once a 
tannery, has evolved 
over the centuries into 
a substantial country 
home. The grounds 
extend to 7 acres with 
a range of extensive 
outbuildings.
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Important Notice
These particulars are believed to be accurate but they are not guaranteed 
to be so. They are intended only as a general guide and cannot be construed 
as any form of contract, warranty or offer. The details are issued on the strict 
understanding that any negotiations in respect of the property named herein 
are conducted through the agent.

116A High Street,  
Henley-in-Arden, Warwickshire  
B95 5BS
Henley in Arden Office: 01564 332 550
Park Lane Office: 0207 0791 454
sales@theagents.properties
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